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Nouns and Verbs 
 

Track 13 
 

 
Yeah! What up, kids? It’s Mr. Victor. 
We gonna learn some nouns and verbs. 
Nouns and verbs and nouns and verbs - 
 
Chorus 
A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea 
Listen to the song it will all be clear 
A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea 
Listen to the song it will all be clear 
A verb is an action word, something you do 
A behavior, an action 
Like singing with a group  
A verb is an action word, something you do  
A behavior, an action  
Like singing with a group 
 
Verse 1 
So a noun is a person, place, thing, or idea 
Like a pencil or paper, a desk or a chair 
Everything you see  
Can be considered a noun  
From the sun in the sky  
To the grass on the ground  
A noun doesn’t have to be  
Something that you touch  
It can be an idea like happiness or love  
There are two types of nouns  
You can use as an author 
The first one is common  
And the second one is proper  
A proper noun is a word that is capitalized  
Like the name of a state, city, or tribe  
A common noun just refers to a thing  
Like a basketball, a telephone  
A bottle or a ring  
You don’t capitalize  
A common noun however  
A proper noun  
Always starts with a capital letter 
You don’t capitalize  
A common noun however  
A proper noun  
Always starts with a capital letter 

 

 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Verse 2 
Hey!  
A verb is an action word 
Something that you do  
Like running to the finish line  
Or jumping through a hoop  
Flying in an airplane or swimming in a pool  
Or skating with your friends  
At the park after school 
But you don’t have to move for it to be a verb 
A verb simply means that it’s an action word 
Listening is an action, sitting is as well 
So is reading and writing  
All the stories that you tell 
 
So I wanna make sure you understood  
What you heard 
You tell me which one’s a noun or a verb 
Jumping? (Verb!) 
Sneaker? (Noun!) 
Very good job!  
Now let’s go another round! 
 
Radio? (Noun!) 
Dancing? (Verb!) 
That’s great! 
I think you understand these words! 
 
We use nouns and verbs  
Everyday of the week 
Everything that we do 
Every time that we speak 
We use nouns and verbs  
Everyday of the week 
Everything that we do  
Every time that we speak


